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GUI, Client/Server & Object-Oriented, Today 
A programmer Calls His Dog. 

With COBOL 

IDENTIPICATION DIVISION . 
PROGRAM- ID . CALLOOO . 
ENVIRONMENT DIVI SION . 
SBLBCT ANIMALS 

ORGANIZATION IS INDBXBD 
ACCBSS IS DYNAMI C 
ItBY IS ANIMAL- TYPB 
ASSIGN TO BEASTS . 

DATA DIVISION . 
PO ANIMALS 

RECORD CONTAI NS 16 
CHARACTBRS 
DATA RECORD I S ANI MAL- REC 

01 ANIXAL- REC 
03 ANIMAL- TYPB PI C X ( 8 ) 
03 ANIXAL- NAHlI PIC X ( 8 ) 

PROCBDORB DIVISI ON 
START . 

OPEN INPUT ANIMALS 
MOVB 'DOG ' TO ANI MAL- TYPB . 
RBAD ANIMALS INVALID ltBy 

DISPLAY ' BAD ANIMAL ' 
LINE 10 POS 1 

CALL- SPOT . 
DI SPLAY ' HERB ' LINK 10 POS 1 
DI SPLAY ANIXAL-NAHlI HIGH 

LINK 10 PQS 16 

With System z 

This ad, first pttblished in 1986, whimsically illustrates the dramatic 
difference between an older language like COBOL and System Z. 

Without starting Overl 

4CL Benefits start the Day You Install 

• Automatically move your COBOL 
applications to GUI, Client/Server & 

Object Oriented 4GL in one step! 

• Give you 4GL benefits the first day! 

• Solve the "Year 2000" problem! 

• Give you relational access of your 
COBOL data via ZQL! 

• Give you the performance of a 3GL, 
because it is a compiled 4Gl. 

Cross-Platform Deployment 

• One set of code for Unix, Windows, 
VMS, AOSNS and DOS 

And Now For the Really Cood News ... 
What you keep: With System Z , you keep your investment in programs and programmers. Z supports all COBOL data types 
(even level 88 datanames), and Z menus can intermix Z and COBOL programs. You can even call Z programs from your COBOL 
menus. Bottom line, if you are a COBOL shop looking for a 4GL, System Z is your perfect fit. It's simply not necessary to throwaway 

your COBOL. Dtop major chunks 
of it right into System Z programs. 
And with the TranZform conver
sion toolkit you can migrate whole 
COBOL programs directly into a 
GUI 4GL environment. 

........ 
I 

........ System Z ........... 

What you get: With System 
Z , as the chart shows, you get the 
best features of COBOL and other 
4GLs and none of the drawbacks. 

And more: System Z programs 
are ready for the year 2000. Moving 
to System Z is much easier than 
"fixing" your existing programs! 

• Data Dictionary driven 
• Leap to Client/Server 
• The Migration Option 
• Cross-platform Deploy

ment " 

COB 
Cons 

New development 
takes too long 

~for 
end users 

Llmltel:! a!:;!:;ess to 
new technologies 
and databases 

Malntenancg takes 
too long 

1::Imt to add help 
and selection liSts 

so, Why Wait? system Z: 

OL 
Pros 

Easy to find 
programmers 

~e[fQ[ma[) !:;e is good 

~[eserves 
Investment 
In current code 

CQml2atlble with 
current data 

~enough 
to code Just 
about anything 

Business Rules, Client/ Server, GUI, Object Oriented 
and ''Year 2000" Ready. NO one else has it all! 

......... 

Typic al4CL 
Pros Cons 

~codeup High Investment 
to 10 times faster Just to get started 

LeSS !:;ode, less LQng time before 
maintenance first results 

Data a!:;!:;ess with ~[Qg[amme[£ are 
end user tools expensive and 

hard to find 
Ol2eratQrs more 
productive with <:an't a!:;cess current 
good Interface data 

~toRDBMS pgrfQrman!:;g may 
and client/server be unacceptable 

Zortec International 
13 21 Murfreesboro Road 

Nashville, Tennessee 37217 
E-mail: sales@z.zortec.com 

1-800-361-7005 Pax: 615-361-3800 



AViiON Intel based systems AV2000, AV3000, 
AV3600, AV5900, AV6600 

AViiON 8500, 9500 Any configuration 

AViiON 4500, 5500, 5225+, 6240 Any configuration 

AViiON 4300, 4600, 4625, 450 Any configuration 

AViiON 3200, 4000, 4100, 410 Any configuration 

AViiON 100, 300, 400, 530 Any configuration 
MV60000 HA2 

MV 15000, 20000, 25000 ond 30000 systems 
MV40000 All Models 

MV30000 Model I, and MOD 2,3,4 upgrades 
MV9500 and MV9600 Systems 

THOUSANDS of Ports for DG Madines in Stock 
for Same Dcry SIijIping 

7033 2nd Processor AV5500 

7037 32MB Memory AV85/9500 

7038 8·Slot Memory Controller 

7039 128MB Memory AV85/9500 

7049 Dual Processor For AV85/9500 

7050 Quad Processor For AV85/9500 

7411 VAC· 16 I 6·Line Async ConI. 

7418 VDA·255 Dis!. duster 

7419 VDC·16 Cluster Box 

7430 SCSI 2 Host Adapter 

7435 SCSI 2 Host Adopter 

7429·L VME Ethernet Controller 

7440 VDC·16 Cluster Box 

7442 SCSI Terminal Server 

All Termserver and Transceivers 

46231AC·24 with TCB·24 

4532·A ILC 

45861TC·128 Terminal Controller 

CLARiiON Disk Arrays 
79000·H 500MB Disk for CLARiiON 

79010·H 1GB Disk for CLARiiON 
7901 I·H 2GB Disk for CLARiiON 
79012·H 4GB Disk for CLARiiON 
79013·H 9GB Disk for CLARiiON 

G 61005 I GB Fixed Disk 

G 61006 2GB Fixed Disk 
Seagate Disk Drives 

Optical Jukeboxes HP and others 
All MV & AV Disks and Subsystems 

XTerminal NCO 17C 
6166·X 0410 Monitor with keyboard 

6391 ·X 0214 Monitor with keyboard 

6951 0218 Monitor with keyboard 
6944 01 200i Monitor with keyboard 

6945 DI600i Monitor with keyboard 

6392·X 0215 Monitor with keyboard 

6393·X 0411 Monitor with keyboard 

6394·X 0461 Monitor with keyboard 

6500 0216 Monitor with keyboard 

6567 0412 + Monitor with keyboard 

6683·X 0413 Monitor with keyboard 

6568 0462 + Monitor with keyboard 

6693G·X DI400i Monitor with keyboard 

Wyse, Sherwood Link, DE~ HP, Tektronix, 
Zenith Terminals & REPAIR 

6026 800/1600 BPI Brown, FCC compliant 

634 I·A 1600 BPI Streaming Tape (SCSI) 

6299/6300 1600/6250 BPI 

6586/6587 Galaxy Tope (SCSI) 

6760 10GB 8mm 

6885 4GB 4mm OAT 

6590M 2GB Subsystem (SCSI) 

6588/6589 6250BPI Tape (SCSI) 

DU 40GB Drive 

Genicom • Dota Products. Data South • 
Mannesman Tolly • Port 

Data Gene!al and Third party memories available 
fOf' 011 systems 

3COf'O • Cobletron • Kingston • US Robotics • Data Race 

WE ALSO BUY DG EQUIPMENT 

INTERNAOONAl COMPUTING SYSTEMS P.O. Box 343 Hopkins, MN SS343 -1-80o-S22-ICSC (4272) 612/93S-8112 
FAX 612/93S-2580 - E-MaU DGSALES.lCS@woridnet.aH.net - www.lCSCUSA.(om 
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News of products and events in 
the DG world. 

( LR\L 
Data General Reports First 
Quarter 1998 Results • CLARi
iON Gives Sun Users a Better 
Alternative· Transoft To Market 
CLARiiON Fibre Storage Solu
tions 

'no LL Jl- . HO ,\RD 
www.csc.dg.com 
Notices and queries posted on Data 
General's Customer Support Center 
WWWpage. 

Cover art by Daniel Rodriguez 

DGFOCUS, Managing and Using Data General 
Systems (ISSN 0883-8 194) is produced by con
tract with the North American Data General 
Users Group (NADGUG). Editorial and busi
ness offices are at Turnkey Publishing, Inc., P.O. 
Box 200549. Austin, TX 78720; phone S 12-335-
2286, fax 512-335-3083. 

A one-year (12 issues) subscription to DG
FOCUS costs $24 U.S. For subscriptions out
side the United States, please add $50 to defray 
mailing costs. Single copies are $4. Requests to 
replace missing issues free of charge are hon
ored only up to six months after date of issue. 
Send requests to DGFOCUS, clo Turnkey 
Publishing, Inc., at the business address above. 

DGFOCUS is not affiliated with Data Gen
eral Corporation, nor does it represent the poli
cies or opinions of Data General Corporation. 
Views expressed herein are the opinions of the 
authors, and do not necessarily represent the 
policies or opinions of NADGUG. Turnkey Pub
lishing. Inc .• or Data General Corporation. Ad
vertisements in DGFOCUS do not constitute 
an endorsement of the advertised products by 
NADGUG or by Turnkey Publishing, Inc. 

Copyright © 1998 by DGFOCUS maga
zine. All rights reserved. Reproduction or trans
mission of contents in whole or in part is pro
hibited without written permission of the Pub
lisher. The Publisher assumes no responsibility 
for the care and return of unsolicited materials. 
Return postage must accompany all material if it 
is to be returned. In no event shall receipt of un
solicited material subject this magazine to any 
claim for holding fees or similar charges. 
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T H F E w A L Y 

You can configure a lot of these, or you can just plug this. 

Good choice! 

Get the indu try' fir t Micro oft Window T 
clu tering olution packaged in a ingle, rack
mounted y tern. With Data General ' NT 
Clu ter,in,a, Box 1M family of products, your com
pany now ha an T clu tering olution that 
will let you run your critical application 
24x7x365, in a system that you imply plug in 
and turn on. Our NT Clu ter-in-a-Box i available 
in three different rackmount configuration to 
match your application proce ing require
ments: the entry-level AViiON® AV 2150, mid
range AV 3650, and enterpri e AV 8600. The T 
Clu ter-in-a-Box include: • Two rackmounted 
AViiON server based on Intel Pentium® Pro 
or Pentium II processors . A fault, tolerant 
CLARiiON® RAID storage ystem . NTAlert M 

- the industry's only NT ,ba ed remote service 
for early identification of potential problem • 
Pre-loaded Window T erver Enterpri e 
Edition, which contain Micro oft Clu ter 

erver oftware. 

All of these components, plu ervice, upport, 
and integration, from one vendor. In one pack
age. The choice i clear. Unle you want to 
pend a lot of time just plugging away . 

•• Data General 

www.dg.coml-800-0ATA GEN 
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NAD GUG NOT E S 

Savannah, Georgia Here We Come! 
September 13-17 Savannah DeSoto Hilton 

A nd you thought it was going to be at RTP in North 
Carolina in October! Well , you aren't losing your 
mind. We just changed ours. And we're glad we 

did. The reason for the change was logistics, but there are 
excellent fringe benefits as well. Savannah offers some 
great opportunities to enjoy both location and education. 
The Savannah DeSoto Hilton overlooks Madison Square 
in the heart of this historic southern city. Just 20 minutes 
from the Savannah International Airport, the 1890 hotel 
combines the best of the past with all the conveniences of 
today. 

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT 
FI~OM NJ.\Il(;U(; '~Ur? 

N ADGUG is also combining the best of the past 25 
years of helping DG users with the educational op
portunities needed by today 's computer users . 

DG's Open System Training will present three half-day 
education sessions-with no extra charge to attend all 
three! Breakout sessions will also have a new profile this 
year. You asked for longer, more in-depth sessions and 
NADGUG '98 will offer a mix of single and double presen
tations frequently linked to another breakout or education 
session. These sessions will focus on four broad areas: 
Networking, Electronic Commerce , Performance, and 
Management and Solutions. 

Vendors will be the focal point on Wednesday after
noon-you can see new products and present your ques
tions to the people who know their products best. Net
working with peers and experts is encouraged through 
breakfasts, lunches, and breaks. 

PLAN NOW TO ATTENIl 

Early registration is only $750. Nonmember Full Con
ference is $900 (includes one year membership). A 
late fee of $100 is added after August 15. Savannah 

DeSoto Hilton rooms are $124 single or double. Registra
tion materials will be at your doorstep soon! !J. 
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MEMBER PROFILE 

Fi.,ds 

DGFocus continues its series of profiles on NADGUG 

members. 

by Shannon McIntire, DGFOCUS staff 

s Systems Manager for Pictorial. Inc., Jerry Waldon 
first became involved with Data General computers 
when he began working there about 13 years ago. 
He joined NADGUG in 1993 after helping to found 
the Data General Users of Indiana. Originally from 

Indianapolis , Waldon now lives in Franklin, Indiana, a small 
college town. 

Pictorial is a banking and insurance services publisher of 
training and sales materials, licensing and compliance outsourc
ing, and licensing and compliance software and services. It cur
rently uses both a DG MV9600 and an A ViiON NT 4.0 server. 

Waldon should be familiar to NADGUG members as he has 
in the past been RIGISIG Chairman and is currently serving as 
Recording Secretary . He is also the webmaster for 
www.nadgug.org. Waldon is very enthusiastic about the possi
bilities of the NADGUG web site. "I think that audio chat rooms 
on our web site would be a strong addition," he said. "In the 
next few months we will see good things happening on our 
site." 

DGfO(US 5 



MEMBER PROFILE 

( 
Waldon enjoys working 0; tte'~ and says that being 

able to converse with people around the world is one of the 
things he enjoys most. But he admits that keeping up with 
the ever changing technology presents a difficult challenge. 
In this respect , he finds NADGUG an invaluable asset. 
"NADGUG is users helping users . It doesn't matter what 
size your organization is or how knowledgeable you are. 

EveI)'One can use a little 
Tender loving care. 
w.th most companies 

tender loving care is a 

luxury. But, at 1LC it's ----=-
our way of doing 

business. Our 

customers deserve the 

best and they get it. 

Enterprise Integration, Legacy Business Unit, Support 
Services and Software Development. 

All available to you from a staff with over 200 
years of Data General experience. 

TLC=~~= 
t. Data General 
VALUE-ADDED RESELLER 

670 Douglas Street Uxbridge, MA 01569 
Phone: 508-278-8210 Fax: 508-278-8295 

WWW: TLCINC@TLC4U.COM 

IN STEP WITH TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY 

11 
) 

There is someone to help you and someone you could 
help ," he remarked. "As a 25 year professional," he 
added, "I've found that groups like NADGUG can cer
tainly make your life a lot easier. " 

When not immersed in computers, Waldon likes 
visiting state parks, hiking, and golfing. He and his wife 
Jeane have two children, CJ and Ellie who are seven 
and three, respectively. They also have three dogs. He 
says his biggest challenge as a Systems Manager came 
when they had to completely retrofit their building for 
a UPS power system and a 10baseT network with 
100mb fiber optic backbone. 

For Waldon, his experience with Data General has 
been marked by respect for the talented and dedicated 
employees working for the company. He remembers 
one problem in particular that required patience and 
long hours. They had just bought an MV9600 upgrade 
for their MV10000 and found the computers were going 
down about once a day. The 9600 worked fine; the 
problem was the MV10000 box upgrade to the 9600. 
"DG had engineers working around the clock, both here 
and in South Carolina," Waldon recalled. "It took sev
eral weeks to solve the problem, but we all lived to tell 
the tale. " 

At Pictorial , the MV handles the main business sys
tem for distribution and accounting. The A ViiON is a 
Microsoft Exchange server for internal and Internet e
mail. The company is a Microsoft-Software Developer 
and uses Visual Basic and SQL Server for the software 
packages it sells. 

Waldon feels that DG is in a good position to han
dle the up-coming changes in the computer industry. 
He sees it continuing to be a buyer's market with faster 
and lower priced machines and more development on 
the Internet. When asked what event in history he 'd 
most like to witness, Waldon cheekily replied that he'd 
like to jump forward to January 1, 2000 and see what is 
going to happen to the world's companies that are de-
laying or ignoring the Y2K problem. tl 
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DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS & PARTS .................... . 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::KyJjQI::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':I@fi.dMM::[t.QltmMENit:::I:::::::::::::::::)ns.KtfA~~:::!:I:i:i:f::::::::i:i':iii:i:::MY:;s.XSjj;MS;>;:":::';;:}?/C~T!il,~TE~ ;\:": 
AV8500+ SYS 
A V5500 & H SYS 
A V4625 SYSTEM 
AV8500 SYS 
AV9500+ SYS 
A V4000/4100 
A V4300 SYSTEM 
AV310 
AV4700 DUAL 
AV5900 DUAL 
AV2000 
AV3600 DUAL 

AV70004MB 
AV700116MB 
AV700348MB 
AV701564MB 
AV7016 128MB 

AV701816MB 
AV701932MB 
AV703416MB 
AV703564MB 
AV7043 128MB 
AV703732MB 
AV7039128MB 
A V7434 110 CTRL 
A V7038 MEM CTRL 
A V5500 2nd CPU 
A V5500H 2nd CPU 
A V85/95+ CPU 
AV85/95 CPU 

BUY 

7405 LAN 610074GB MV2500 
7431 FDDI 610062GB MV2000-IJ 
5211 VIFDDI 7908-ZA 520MB MV2000-1 
4211 FDDI 79000-H 520MB MV3200 
7425-L VTC 79011-H 2GB MV30000-2 
7401 VDAI28 79012-H 4GB MV35000-2 
7418-K VDA255 79013-H 9 GB MV5500 
7436 LAN 6841 2GB SE MV5600 
8&16 CLUSTER 6685 1GB FH MV9300 
7416-K TOKEN 6802 I GB/6805 D MV9500 
7429-K LAN 6843 2GB WID MV9600 
MODEMlMUX 6714 1.4 GB MV9800 
CS2000 TSERVER 61000-DE ,5B D MV25000-1 
CS2100 TSERVER 61005 1GB FAST MV25000-2 
CS2600 TSER VER 6796 520MB ITC-128 
CS3100 TSER VER 6787 INFERNO ITC-128A 
DG 4819 TSER VER 7417 lOP LTC 64 
7440 VDC 7430 DUAL SCSI LAC 32 

7435 DUAL SCSI LAC 16 
CLARiiON 'S-ALL LSCILSC-2IMCP 
SP 's CACHEDINON 
6100-l7114GB 
67605110 GB 
65902 GB 
6586 RIM FIL 
6577 150MB 
6677 525MB 
6435 SPARC 
6885 418GB DAT 
6762 214GB DAT 
6827-D ARRAY 
CSS2 & CSS3 

SELL LEASE TRADE 

D1210 
D121 I 
D/215 
D1216 D/216+ 
D1217 
D/410 
D/41 I 
D/-l60 
D/-l70 
D1220 
D/230 
D/412 D/412+ 
D/462 D/462+ 
D/413 
D/414 
D/463 
DI1400i 
DII600i 
DG 6618 
DG 6883 NEW 
LASERJET III 
LASERJET II 
CANON B1300 
EPSONS 

APPRAISALS 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS DG INTO CASH ~~lt 
JP TRADING, INC. 

2054 WEAVER PARK DRIVE 

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 33765 

WATTS (888) 844-5784 
(813) 449-8502 FAX-(813) 449-8404 

E-MAIL: jptrading@aol.com 

[II] 
[::0--=1 -- ~ 

I VIS4' I 



N E w s A N D 

• Strategic Alliance 
Medic Computer Systems, Inc. and Arthur Andersen have 
entered into a business alliance to jointly develop product 
and service offerings for healthcare integrated delivery net
works, management services organizations, and physician 
practice management companies. Medic Computer Systems, 
www.medcmp.com and Arthur Andersen, www.arthuran
dersen.com. 

• Virtual Applications 
Century Analysis Incorporated has developed Web-VA 
(Web-Virtual Application) to simplify the creation and exe
cution of Web-based virtual applications that use existing 
applications as their information sources. Web-VA's virtual 
applications allow business affiliates and internal personnel 
to view and modify data gathered from multiple applications 
in a single browser session. CAl, www.cainc.com. 

• SOFTRAX 5.0 Gains Momentum 
More companies have licensed SOFTRAX 5.0, an integrated 
suite of applications to manage a software company's opera
tions and financials, making it of considerable interest in the 
software industry. Recent customers include Sterling Soft
ware, Inc. and Disclosure Inc. In addition, SOFTRAX 5.0 is 
SOP 97-2 compliant. The RBS Group , Inc ., 
www.rbsgroup.com. 

• Data-sharing for SCSI and Fibre Channel 
Now, for the first time, dissimilar hosts can dynamically ac
cess and share data and storage. Retrieve, Inc. has developed 
Pacemaker, an external appliance designed for users requir
ing data sharing on a RAID device between Sun Solaris 
and/or Windows NT computers. Data can be accessed direct
ly from either computer, without the need to be copied be
tween them via a network. Pacemaker connects to the host 
computers through SCSI or Fibre Channel using the existing 
host driver. Retrieve, Inc. , 303-448-9029. 

• Custom Testing Instrument 
The Commander 2M is custom-designed to test Primary Rate 
ISDN phone lines and it is intended for both the novice and 
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experienced telecommunications engineer. Commander 2M 
is a rack-mountable, 32-bit application with a mulit-media 
Windows 95 interface, straight-forward color graphics and 
an easty-to-read tab system that allows users to access and 
use screens more effectively. The testing instrument allows 
the user to monitor, decode and troubleshoot Primary Rate 
ISDN phone lines. Network Communications, www.net
commcorp.com. 

• ADAPT/2000 3.0 for COBOL 
NeoMedia has released a major upgrade to its cross-platform 
COBOL Year 2000 tool set with ADAPT/2000 Release 3.0. 
The new release provides automated source code conver
sion to implement IBM's recently-announced MLE (millen
nium language extensions) for COBOL. The automation 
greatly increases productivity of the Year 2000 project. Neo
Media, 941-337-3434. 

• Visual Basic TracQA 
Quality Systems International has released version 7.0, writ
ten in Visual Basic, of its TracQA called TracQA/98. Trac
QA is a test process management system used for document
ing, tracking, reporting and managing tests , for either one or 
several applications across multiple releases. Quality Sys
terns, 800-557-9787. 

• Java Jumpstart 
Java Distributed Computing is a new book by Jim Farley dis
cussing how to design and write distributed applications in 
Java. It covers java's RMI facility and COREA and describes 
how to design protocols to build message passing systems. 
Java Distributed Computing provides an overview of the po
tential pitfalls programmers may face and offers practical 
solutions for Intranet, Internet, client/server, and other dis
tributed applications. O'Reilly, www.oreilly.com. 

• Record Quarter for Symix 
Symix Systems, Inc. announced that total revenue increased 45 
percent for the second quarter and six months ended December 
31, 1997. License fee revenue grew more than 56 percent and 
total revenue increased 42 percent. Symix, www.symix.com. 

o 
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• 8 Port KVM Switch 
Network Technologies, Inc. expanded compatibility for its Universal Switch se
ries, including the ST-8U, a multi-platform server switch that enables one user to 
access eight computers operating on different platforms. Network managers can 
use NTI:s Universal Switches to control a bank of many computer platforms, or to 
control many workstations on the same platform. Network Technologies, 
www.networktechinc.com. 

• Protocol and Speed Independence 
Available bandwidth of existing fiber cables can now be expanded using Wave
length Division Multiplexing (WDM). WDM Model 381 provides the ability to mix 
any two full duplex signals on a single fiber optic cable. Thus, digital traffic can 
be mixed with analog traffic such as CATV being mixed with Ethernet. Telebyte, 
www.telebyteusa.com. 

• Managing Usenet 
Usenet, the world's largest discussion forum, is doubling in size every year. There 
are Usenet discussion groups on every imaginable topic. If you simply read 
Usenet postings, all this discussion can be entertaining. But if you're a system ad
ministrator who has to set up and run a Netnews system, you have to make sure 
your system can handle a data flow of thousands of megabytes. Managing Usenet 
by Henry Spencer and David Lawrence gives system administrators and Internet 
service providers concrete advice on setting up and handling a news system. 
O'Reilly, www.oreilly.com. 

• Lloyds Picks Transoft for Y2K 
RJ Wallace, the Lloyds syndicate, has awarded Transoft the contract to ensure its 
systems are millennium compliant. RJ Wallace has an Open Systems Unix-based 
Data General A ViiON AV8700. Transoft is using the ADAPT/2000 product to 
make the code millennium compliant. Transoft, www.transoft.com. 

• Workcenter Planning 
Noah Resource ManagerTM Version 2.0 is a Visual Basic add-on to the Microsoft 
Office Suite which provides a powerful set of tools to help users manage Work
center resources and reduce cycle time. It offers a simple method for planning, 
scheduling, and tracking jobs and can be run stand-alone or integrated with cur
rent user systems. User Solutions, Inc., 800-321-8737. 

• Y2K for Visual Basic 
Contrary to some beliefs, Visual Basic applications are just as likely to fail in the 
Year 2000. No language will automatically generate Y2K clean systems. The Visu
al DateScope 2000 tool-set, designed exclUSively for Visual Basic systems, aids the 
conversion engineer by automating the tasks that would otherwise require manual 
intervention. Visual DateScope 2000 is written specifically for Microsoft Visual 
Basic. For a demonstration, see the Class Solutions' web site. Class Solutions LTD, 
www.class-solutions.com/demoset.htm. 

• Negroponte to Speak 
at Electronic Commerce World 1998 

Famed technology guru Nicholas Negroponte will be the featured speaker during 
the opening keynote address at the annual conference and exhibit Electronic Com
merce World 1998, September 21-24. For information, contact 954-925-5900 or 
www.ecomworld.com. tl 
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Look no further 
Interactive Cobol has it all ... 

o Highest performance 

Lowest cost 

Easiest maintenance 

Greatest flexibility 

Exciting new features; ICDGTERM, 
WATCH, ICNETD, ClSAM support 

Everything you need 

o Interactive Runtime Systems for 
MS-DOS and DOS networks, 
Windows, Windows 95, 
Windows NT, AOSNS and 
virtually any flavor of Unix 
(SCO, AIX, HP/UX ... ) 

o New ODBC interface for PC 
programs - Microsoft Access, 
Excel, Crystal Reports, etc. 

o Interactive Development System 

o Fast Interactive Cobol Compilers 
produce both CX and PD/DD files. 

o Cross Reference Utility 

o Code Dumper Utility 

o Multi-Windowed Debugger 

Link Kit and User Library provides 
direct interface with C programs 

Gerry Manning & Associates 
9324 Menaul Blvd., NE 

Albuquerque, NM 87112 
Phone; (505) 293-1 746 

Fax; (505) 293-1 843 

Our U.K.lEurope Distributor 
Broadnd Ltd., Falcon House 

North Feltham Trading Estate 
Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 QUa 

Phone; 0181 8931515 
Fax; 0181 893 2183 

Contact: Roland Eckert 
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Data General Corporation reported net income of $3.5 
million, or $.07 per share on a diluted basis, on rev
enues of $365.3 million, for its first quarter of fiscal 

1998, which ended December 27, 1997. 
For the fir t quarter of fiscal 1997, the company reported 

net income of $10.4 million, or $.25 per share on a diluted 
basis, on revenues of $348.5 million. 

"While year-over-year revenues increased and our out
look remains positive, our overall first quarter results were 
disappointing," said Data General President and Chief Exec
utive Officer Ronald L. Skates. "The results were affected by 
the ongoing transition we are making in our storage business 
to fibre-channel technology and by weaker than expected 
product gross margins." 

"Revenues from our CLARiiON storage business were 
comparable to last year's first quarter," said Mr. Skates. "As 
we and our customers make the transition from traditional 
storage technology to advanced fibre-channel technology, it 
is impacting short-term CLARiiON revenues. While the sec
ond fiscal quarter also will be challenging, the outlook for 
CLARiiON is positive. We have strong products in our tradi
tional markets , and fibre channel positions us well in addi
tional markets that require the ability to scale to several ter
abytes of storage, such as data warehousing, video, multi
media, scientific, imaging and enterprise-class storage solu
tions." 

The company said that the decline in product gross mar
gins compared with last year's first quarter reflects competi
tive pricing pressures and a shift in product mix. 

Revenues for the company's A ViiON server line were 
ten percent higher than last year's first quarter with revenues 
for Intel based systems growing nearly 70 percent. The in
crease was driven by continued strong sales of the compa-
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ny's NT based A ViiON servers and by the growing demand 
for its new high-end NUMA technology based A V 20000 
Unix servers. 

"We are pleased with the acceptance of our NUMA 
based AViiON servers. The new servers are opening up ad
ditional opportunities for us in high-performance on-line 
transaction processing and data warehousing applications," 
said Mr. Skates. 

Since the company began volume shipments of the A V 
20000 servers in the fourth fiscal quarter of 1997, more than 
150 systems have been shipped worldwide. This includes 
the installation of the industry 's first 32-processor Intel 
based NUMA system. 

"Revenues during the quarter for our A ViiON systems 
that run the Windows NT Server operating system more 
than doubled from prior year levels ," said Mr. Skates. 
"There was good growth in a number of key NT target mar
kets including enterprise systems running software such as 
SAP's R/3 business suite, Microsoft Exchange and Citrix 
WinFrame multi-user NT software, as well as clustered sys
tems with our NT Cluster-in-a-Box solution." 

The A ViiON NT line was further strengthened late in 
the quarter with the introduction of a new high-end enter
prise server, the AV 8600. The new system supports up to 
eight 200MHz Pentium Pro processors and can also be used 
in clustered configurations running Microsoft Cluster Serv-
er. 

Mr. Skates concluded, "The fundamentals of our busi
ness remain strong. While we remain cautious short-term, 
we believe that with our leading-edge A ViiON server and 
CLARiiON storage lines, Data General is in a position to re
sume solid revenue growth and improved profitability in 
the second half of the fiscal year. " t1 
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CLARiiON Gives Sun Users A 
etter Alternative 

C
LARiiON has developed a Sun server interface kit for its fully redundant 
CLARiiON FC5000 fibre channel disk array that delivers at a minimum 
equivalent performance and functionality as the Sun Enterprise Network 

Array A5000, while offering the flexibility to upgrade to hardware-based RAID 
protection at a later date. 

The CLARiiON FC5000 fibre channel disk array has been shipping as an OEM 
product to various server manufacturers since December 1996. The FC5000 is Mi
crosoft Windows NT 4.0 certified and has supported open attachment to NT 
servers using Intel processors since October 1997. The FC5000 also currently de
liver attachment to Hewlett-Packard servers and attachment to IBM servers is 
planned for March. Over 200 TB of FC5000 capacity have been shipped to date. 

"CLARiiON has once again delivered the premier storage solution in the in
dustry for Sun platforms," said Sylvia Summers, vice president and general man
ager of the Multiplatform Business Group at Storage Technology Corporation. 
"The FC5000 disk array offers the same levels of performance as the Sun A5000 
and runs transparently with the Sun Enterprise Volume Manager to provide the 
same dynamic multi-pathing and software RAID functionality as the A5000. But 
the FC5000 offers a great deal of additional value, since it features multi platform 
support and can be upgraded with the industry'S most powerful all-fibre-channel 
hardware RAID controller, the CLARiiON FC5500." 

Commenting on the FC5000 announcement, Robert Gray, a storage analyst 
with International Data Corporation (IDC), said, "Fibre channel-savvy users will 
be drawn to the CLARiiON FC5000 disk array for its strategic value. The FC5000 
has redundant data paths, power, and cooling, a proven upgrade path to hard
ware-based RAID, and the multiplatform support users want." 

Each CLARiiON FC5000 disk array supports up to 10 dual-ported fibre chan
nel disks in a compact unit that can be configured with total redundancy for high
availability. All components are hot-pluggable for nondisruptive service and relia
bility is enhanced through the use of a passive midplane. Packaging flexibility al
lows a choice of rackmount, 10-slot deskside, or 30-slot deskside units. A cabinet 
that supports 1 TB of capacity is also available. 

FC5000 disk arrays may be attached to SUN servers using either one or two 
fibre channel loops. When attached with a single loop, ten FC5000 arrays may be 
connected together, providing up to 910 GB of capacity with 100 disks. By utiliz
ing dual loops, six FC5000 arrays may be connected, providing up to 546 GB of 
capacity with dynamiC multi-pathing capability via Sun Enterprise Volume Man
ager. Each loop is attached to a Sun X6730A SBus fibre channel host adapter. 
CLARiiON fibre channel hubs may be used to configure multiple FC5000 arrays 
in highly-available configurations. 

"The FC5000 disk array delivers exceptional performance, as recently demon
strated in the industry leading all fibre channel TPC-D benchmarks completed 
with both Data General and NEC, running Oracle 8.04, attached to CLARiiON 
FC5000 arrays," said Larry Hemmerich, vice president and general manager of 
CLARiiON. "In addition, with an upgrade path to our FC5500 RAID controller 
plus multiplatform support available today, the FC5000 offers Sun users better 
value and investment protection than the A5000." 

The CLARiiON FC5500 is a hardware RAID controller capable of sustaining 
up to 170 MB per econd for digital video streams and multimedia applications, 
and more than 14,000 IIOs per second for business-critical database applications. 
This tremendous power is harne sed by cabling FC5000 disk arrays to the FC5500 
as capacity building blocks. The FC5500 ha been shipping as an OEM product 
since June 1997. D. 

In General continued on page 26 
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' / Peach of a Deal 

~ 
Worldwide -
Everyday on 

..... ) Data General 
Hardware 

CPU 
AV8500 w/128MB memory ................................................. $11 .900 
AV5240 Quad CPU ................................................................ S4.9OO 
AV5225 Dual CPU w/64MB memory ..................................... $2.900 
AV4300 wl16MB memory .................................................... .$1 .450 
AV5500 w/64MB memory ..................................................... S5.900 
MEMORY 
7016 AV500016000 128MB memory .................................... S2.750 
7035 AV5500 64MB memory ............................................... $1 .890 
7019 32MB AV4314600 memory ............................................. $990 
701416MB AV 3001400 memory ............................................ $550 
MV 15000/20000 32 MB memory ............................................ S790 
DISK AND TAPES 
79012H 2.oGB disk module for Clariion ................................... S995 
79001H 1.0GB disk module for Clariion .................................. .s795 
6885418 GB OAT tape ............................................................. S990 
6760 10.0GB 8MM cartridge tape ......................................... $1 .290 
CRTs/PRfNTERS 
65020462 CRT w~h keyboard ................................................. $195 
6500 0216's with keyboards .................................................... $179 
6683 0413 CRT with keyboard ................................................. S295 
65670412+ with keyboard ...................................................... SI95 
04601041010210 w~h keyboard ................................................ $99 
New Keyboards .......................................................................... 595 
COMMUNICATIONS/OTHER 
7419 VOC·16 cluster ................................................................ $590 
4817 10 port termserver CS2000 ............................................ $690 
CSS2 6702 chassis .................................................................. $650 
7421 SCSI cont... .................................................................... $650 

1-800-229-2897 

Doraville, Georgia 30340 FAX 770·457·5841 

WANTED 
DEAD OR 
~ALIVE 

DG TERMINAL S 
FOR REWARD CALL: 
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CPhone: 781-829-9484 
/Fax: 781-829-9602 
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Is Windows NT ready to sup

port high-end transaction 

processing? 

by Ardavan Tajbakhsh 
and Brian Mycroft, 
Special to DGFOCUS 

T oday, more than 
ever before, we 
are seeing in-

creasing numbers of in
stitutions, organizations, 

and enterprises moving 
their business onto com

puter networks. These net
works are supporting an in

creasing number of clients 
who are, in turn, placing a pro

portionally greater load on the in
frastructure which supports their 

online activities. 
Standalone computers 

have joined together to create departmental 
"workgroups" which have in turn become sub-

networks. These subnetworks have been joined to 
create Local Area Networks (LANs) which comprise divi
sions of an enterprise's Wide Area Network (WAN). These 
entities might, in turn, constitute part of an organization's 
Intranet, and may even be connected to the Internet. Intelli
gent planning and foresight are key to the allocation of suit
able resources for such sustained growth, as well as the se
lection of components which somehow fit together to ade
quately support this infrastructure. 

A concept which can be utilized to plan ahead for this 
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" Another bene f it of 

kind of inevitable growth, and 
allow one to leverage hardware as 
well as software is "scalability." 
When you select a new server, you 
must ask yourself how scalable it 
will be to meet anticipated needs. 
If you migrate to, or utilize, a Net
work Operating System, will it 
scale in the future to support a 
broader base of hardware and in
creased application loads? 

the 'Enterprise 
Edition' over 

standard NT 4.0 is 

In other words, all these factors 
should contribute to a consis
tent "cost per user" at any par
ticular implementation size. 

its support f or In this article we will con
fine our discussion to the abili
ty of a Network Operating Sys
tem to be scalable, in general , 
and deal specifically with the 
scalable nature of the Windows 
NT Network Operating System. 

more processors. 

" Choose vvisely 
Choosing critical components which scale well should be 
one aspect of your Strategic Plan for the future support of 
your computer infrastructure. In the broader sense, "scala
bility" can be thought of as the ability to support: 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

An increasing number of users, 
The management of an increased amount of collected 
and archived data, 
Increasing application complexity and workload (eg. 
distributed and greater transaction processing), 
The capability of supporting multiple processors, 
The ability to span multiple servers, often seamlessly, 
while maintaining a reasonable level of performance. 

What we deem as "reasonable" must be assessed on an ap
plication by application basis due to the different charac
teristics and demands of various applications. 

In addition, we believe that to be truly scalable, a sys
tem must also exhibit the following properties: 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Unlimited growth potential , 
High availability (fault tolerant) , 
Easy management (self tuning, "fixed" management 
time), 
Affordable (commodity components), and 
Easy development (no applications changes required to 
scale). 

The issue of scalability 
should be considered by a broad group of people not all of 
whom need to be technical. This includes corporate CIOs, 
network designers , systems administrators as well as those 
clients who wish to see their Enterprise Applications mi
grate to an operating system like Windows NT. Such appli
cations , among others, might include complex computer 
modeling or scientific applications, Data Warehousing, On
line Transaction Processing, Decision Support, and Data 
Mining. 

There is no question that Windows NT is currently ca
pable of handling a company's Intranet with applications 
such as email management.file.print and traditional web 
services and fairly comprehensive support for the desktop , 
but is it ready to support high-end transaction processing? 
Does it have incorporated into its design those elements 
which will allow it to scale properly? 

The Windows NT operating system is based on Sym
metric Multiprocessing (SMP, or the ability to grow a serv
er by adding more processors) utilizing prioritized threads 
and preemptive multitasking. Because of its kernel based 
design, protected memory spaces, dynamic allocation of 
prioritized threads , advanced thread synchronization tech
niques , and its preemptive task scheduling, it already has 
incorporated into its design good capabilities for scaling. 

The "Enterprise Edition" of NT Server (NTS/E) also in
cludes further enhancements to the basic design of the op
erating system in order to provide greater performance and 
a better potential for scaling. One such enhancement is its 
concept of "4 Gigabyte RAM Tuning" whereby a larger ad
dress space can be allocated to applications without intro-
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, 
Al hough still 
in its inf ancy , 
'Cluster server' 

(also shipping 
in NTS/ E) allows NT 

to ' Scale 
Out' in the 

traditional s ense. 

ed as the " ystem address 
space." With the 4GT feature, 

a process has the capability 
to utilize a total of 

3 GB of main memory 
by reducing the poten
tial RAM which is 
allocated to the kernel 
from the standard 2 GB 
to 1 GB. This has bene

fits for programs which 
need to take advantage of 

a large address space where 
computations need to be 

performed in RAM, or for those 

ducing " any new Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces (APls). 
With Windows NT Server 4.0, a 
process has a "user address limit" of 2 
GB, with a further 2 GB being allocat-

applications which depend to a 
great extent on 1/0. In the latter case, 
performance improvements on the 
order of 20-50 percent can be realized 
since expensive context switching to 
disk or other storage media can be 
avoided, or at least minimized to 

•• Data General 
F/;i]I HEWLETT ' 
IL:~ PACKARD 

and AssocIates, Inc. 

Channel 
p..utner 
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cotr M Intyre & A ociat ived approval on F bruary 5th to b com 

VAR' (Valu Added Rill') from K n Kwair, Channel Account Manag I' for Data 

Gen ral in W< rb ro, MA. cott McIntyre & A 0 iar ha b come on of rh fir r 
broker [0 v r b approv d a VAR' by Data G n ra!. By bing authorized VAR' 

for DaLa G neral wi ll all w ott McIntyr & A ociat to of~ r compl t y t m 

onv rsion to th n w AViiO Intel ba d y t m from Data G n ral ' D ktop, 
Eclipse, MV and Motorola ViiO ' with MCBA' Quantum oftwar for 

accounting, di tribution and manufacturing running ith r DG/ or T. If you 

want LO till run your old Info or other languag and tay with your obol or Ba ic 

program, cott IcIntyre & A, 0 iat can a i t you. cott McIntyre & A ociat 

of~ r compl t migration and project management rvi wh th r your 
mpany ha 5 or 500 u rs, We are pI' pared to help you for th Y ar 2000 and 

b yond, ju t call u toll free at 1- 00-4 9-7177, 

SYSTEMS! SOFTWARE! NETWORKS! CUSTOMIZED PC's! 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-489-7177 

Phone: 248-299-0040 Fax: 248-299-0041 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT .. WWW.SCOTTMCINTYRE.COM .. 

"SMA4DG@SCOTTMCINTYRE.COM" OR "SMA4HP@SCOTTMCINTYRE.COM" 
P.O. BOX 82115 • Rochester, MI 48308-2115 

some degree. 
Another benefit of the "Enter

prise Edition" over standard NT 4.0 
is its support for more processors. 
Out of the box, NT 4.0 supports up 
to four processors with limited sup
port for up to eight processors by 
utilization of a custom Hardware 
Abstraction Layer (HAL). The "En
terprise Edition" of the NT operat
ing system supports up to eight 
processors out of the box with 32-
processor support through the use 
of a custom HAL. Several manufac
turers already have computers 
sporting more than four processors 
and running Windows NT which 
break the conventional barriers of 
performance that were realized by 
the operating system in the past. We 
have also seen servers from manu
facturers running up to 12 proces
sors with Windows NT. This should 
put to rest some doubts about the 
operating system's ability to scale 
beyond four processors. 

Furthermore, it is hard to con
test the scalability of the NT prod
uct line with Microsoft's recent ad
ditions to its Backoffice suite and 
its creation of Enterprise versions of 
many of its Backoffice products. 
Both SQL Server and Exchange 
Server are now available in enter
prise editions which support the 
NTSIE functionality and further ex
pand those product's enterprise ca
pabilities, The addition of "Cluster 
Server," "Message Queue server," 
"Transaction server," "Site Server," 
"Internet Information Server 4.0" 
(lIS) and the release of Distributed 
Component Object Model (DCOM) 
and Distributed Transaction Coordi
nator (DTC) provide much of the 
plumbing that was missing to allow 
these products to enter the enter
prise and begin to offset the main
frame. Many third parties are also 
starting to introduce competitive 
products to the Backoffice line. 

Although still in its infancy, 
"Cluster server" (also shipping in 
NTS/E) allows NT to "Scale Out" in 
the traditional sense. This means 
that the original investment in hard-
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ware is preserved since scalability is achieved through the 
addition of nodes, as well as an increase in the network 
base. In this manner, one does not have to commit a large 
initial expenditure of capital since nodes can be added to 
existing systems as demand grows. Although scalability as 
built into the operating system is an important capability, 
clustering, or the ability to group several servers together 
to act as a singular system, is also one of NT's strengths. 
For certain applications, perhaps clustering is the method 
by which scalability can be achieved. 

The "Transaction Server" and "Message Q Server" 
allow NT to enter the distributed and tiered client/server 
architectures through the provision of a TP monitor, Object 

temper 
our recommenda
tion vvi th the 
indisputable 
f act that :NT 

does not have 
the kind of 
track record 

that Unix does. 

" 

Request Bro
ker, and guar
anteed mes
sage deli very 
system. Fol
lowing our 
pre-stated 
criteria for 
scaling, these 
products also 
provide ease 
of use, integra
tion , and man
agement. With 
the addition of 
the scripting 
engine to Ex
change and 
many of the 
advanced fea
tures of lIS 
4.0, it be-

comes easy to create secure workflow solutions. 
On the other hand, Windows NT's management 

capabilities, although strong, still leave much to be 
desired. Fortunately, many of these issues are being ad
dressed in NT 5.x. Changes include integration of the tools 
into one "management console," a revamped and standard
ized directory structure, improved security, improved 
management tools, 64 bit support, and a slew of other fea
tures. This will deal with some of the hindrances to "scale 
out" scalability which still remain in the core operating 
system. 

On the application side of things , because the previous 
version of the operating system, Windows NT 3.51, sup
ported up to four processors by default, those making use 
of the system tended not to run more than a single large 
application on their server. With the advent of support by 
the OS for eight or more processors, we should see more of 
a push for enterprise-oriented applications which will take 
advantage of the scalable nature of the operating system. 
We will not be surprised to hear that some corporations 
will be shifting their primary applications development 
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Park Place International is looking for an 
experienced engineer to grow and manage our 
national Data General depot repair center. 

Responsibilities will include management of all aspects 
of depot repair center including component level 
repair, purchasing and training. Candidate should 
have experience with, but not limited to Data General 
term servers, 3Com, xylogics, power supplies, Wyse 
terminals, and printers including Datasouth, 
Dataproducts, Genicom and Texa In truments. Park 
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thirty minutes outside of Cleveland, Ohio. We offer a 
competitive salary and benefit package. Please fax 
your resume to 1-440-247-2604 ATTN: Aaron Or 
e-mail ittoaaron_duff@parkplaceind.com 

No telephone inquiries please. 
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800-999-4NPA 
780 Chadbourne Road, Suite A 
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from Unix over to Windows NT. Try
ing to predict when applications 
which utilize such a large number of 
processors will enter the marketplace 
is a good guess. Since NT is such a 
young operating system compared to 
Unix, the relative shortage of develop
ers with a sufficient depth of knowl
edge to produce such complicated ap
plications may be the deciding factor, 
as opposed to the capabilities of the 
operating system itself in another year 
or so. 

For enterprises whose applica
tions depend on running up to eight 
processors or less , it is probably safe 
to start moving them over to Win
dows NT if there is a perceived need 
to do so. The notion is that a eIO 
should give this recommendation due 
consideration and begin the migration 
as the scalability capabilities of the 
operating system evolve and become 
available. After all , making the transi
tion now means that the enterprise 
will have met an important target by 
the time such capabilities of the oper
ating system become inherent in its 
design and become more fault toler
ant. With certain applications , why 
wait and have to play catch-up later? 

However, we must temper our 
recommendation with the indis
putable fact that NT does not have the 
kind of track record that Unix does . 
Therefore, it is our feeling that the mi
gration of applications , particularly 
mission critical ones, which require 
more than eight processors should 
wait until some of the dust has set
tled. We recommend a cautious, itera
tive approach to this type of migra
tion. 

In our en terprise, for examp le, 
rather than migrating our business 
critical applications in short order 
from our mainframe to our" Adminis
tration Network," which is based on 
Windows NT, we are 

a) Writing custom 5GL applica
tions which utilize SQL 

Server and Exchange Server to pro
vide a workflow engine and GUI in
terface on our desktops for our main
frame , 

b ) Migrating finite portions of 
our legacy databases from the 
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To Scale or 
ITot 

to Scale? 

T
he decis ion to scale 

in orde r to improve a 

sys te m s hould be 
bas ed on proper analys is of 

the p r oblems you encounter. 

For example, increasing the 

number of CPUs on a Server 

when you are encountering a 

high network collis ion rate 
wi ll have no e ff ect . 

Inc r ea s ing memor y might 

s low a system down in s ome 

ins tance s because o f the 

added management overhead 

r equired . Increasing CPUs 

may have no effect i f the 

system i s I/O bound. Each 

sys tem mu s t be evaluated 

s eparatel y and t weak ed 

diffe r ently . 

For examp l e, i f y ou 

increas e memory , which may 

increa s e the ratio o f 
" write s " ver s us "reads ," 

you ma y realize a 60-97 

percent per f ormance im

provement. This is pos sible 

because a greater propor

tion o f t ypical di sk 

activit y i s "reads , " and 

more memory will help en

s ure f etches f rom memory 

cache, rather than disk . I f 
di sk "reads " increase, 

perf ormance will generally 

decreas e, s ince the disk i s 

one of the s lowest compo

nent s of the system . 

mainframe to SQL server running on 
an A ViiON 3600R with four proces
sors and 768MB of RAM, and 

C) Replicating our legacy data to 
SQL Server running on an 

A ViiON 3600R with dual processors 
and 384MB of RAM to provide Data 
Warehousing and user reporting capa
bilities. Taking such an iterative 
approach might be the difference 
between success and fail u re. The 
effort to transfer, clean, and store data 
is manually intensive and one must 
also be able to manage different 
architectures effectively. If we can 
successfully accomplish the above 
three tasks , we will be prepared for 
the final shift of our OL TP and deci
sion support systems from the main
frame environment. 

This exercise will also give us a 
handle on the types of problems we 
may face, as well as indicate to us 
what we can expect in terms of per
formance and scalability. We fully in
tend to leverage our hardware as 
much as we can by adding more 
memory and processors as the need 
becomes apparent. This allows us to 
take advantage of the "Scale Up" con
cept where scalability is achieved 
through incremental growth by 
adding processors, disk space, and 
memory. We also add servers as the 
need arises in such a manner that our 
clients need only know about the "do
main," rather than the location of re
sources. In these instances we intend 
to utilize the concepts of "Scale Up" 
and "Scale Out" effectively as greater 
demands are placed on our servers 
and networks by our client base. 

Three levels of 
scalability 

To add resources or components to a 
system and achieve performance in
creases should not be categorized as 
scalability per se. In fact, this is a 
rather narrow view of scaling. The 
concept of scalability must be applied 
to, and is dependent upon, three main 
tiers which form a system: 1) The 
hardware, 2) The Operating System 
and 3) The applications layer. A fail
ure in any of these key areas can com
promise the integrity and advantages 
offered by scalability as a whole, and 
may even reduce a system's potential 
for scaling to zero. 

Firstly , the hardware is con
strained by the immutable laws of 
physics: electrons can only travel so 
fast. Taking this into account means 



that all hardware designs have built
in limitations and must make quan
tum leaps in design if they are to be 
effective, hence the explorations of 
and applications of NUMA technolo

" 

WIDOWS NT 

threads will allow developers to uti
lize their own scheduling methodolo
gies to control parallelism and pro
gram flow in order to achieve greater 
throughput, performance, and scala-

bility. Finally, 
a well written 
SMP application 
should not have 

A vvell to be modified to 
"Scale Up." 

gy. Thus, what 
we are faced 
with, when we 
consider the 
"open systems" 
upon which 
Windows NT 
runs, are the 
current limita
tions of the Intel 
architecture. (Of 
course, Win
dows NT runs 
on the Intel ar
chitecture main
ly because of the 
commodity na
ture of that 
hardware. The 
operating sys
tem is fully ca-

S1vlP vvri tten 
application 
should not 
have to be 

modified to 

To demon
strate the scal
able nature of 
some of its appli
cation's layers, 
as well as the 
Windows NT op
erating system, 
Microsoft put on 
a big show called 
"Scalability Day" 
on May 20, 1997. 
Although critics 
tore apart "Scala
bility Day " be
cause of the 
number of serv-

, , 
Scale Up. 

pable of taking 
advantage of 
other hardware 
platforms.) Since Unix is so much 
older, it has already encountered such 
limitations long ago which is why we 
often see it running on the proprietary 
high-speed bus technologies available 
from some of the major computer ven
dors. 

Secondly, the operating system it
self must be able to deal effectively 
with inevitable bottlenecks which 
exist as part of some evolutionary 
stage of the system design. Unix has 
traditionally performed well in areas 
which could be deemed as bottle
necks, such as 110 and storage capa
bilities. 

Thirdly, even if the hardware ar
chitecture includes multiple proces
sors, and the operating system is scal
able in design, a poorly written appli
cation can defeat those advances. If 
we are to take advantage of such great 
strides in the hardware and the oper
ating system, we must also demand 
well-architected applications. Appli
cations programmers may achieve 
some of these ends, for example, by 
taking advantage of new APIs avail
able with Windows NT Server 4.0 
such as fibers. These non-preemptive 

" ers utilized to 
perform the dem- onstrations, this 
was actually a realistic approach to 
modeling certain real world high in
tensive applications. In any distrib
uted system the machines must re
main close to the user base, and less 
than 10 percent of the transactions 
should have to depend on a remote 
server for execution. In fact, "Scala
bility Day" modeled a banking envi
ronment "ideally," since most banks 
today rely on distributed systems in 
order to function. In any case, these 
"theatrics" were intended not only to 
show the current capabilities of Win
dows NT, but also to demonstrate the 
future direction of the operating sys
tem. 

If nothing else, the demonstra
tions of the scalability of Windows 
NT, and the promises of what it will 
be capable of doing, present real chal
lenges to the Unix operating system. 
These kinds of market pressures will 
force it to evolve and grow lest it lose 
a great deal of hard won ground in the 
business enterprise to such a young 
upstart. That can only be good for 
those of us whose livelihoods depend 

Continued on page 23 
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A string of pearls for ICOBOL. 

by Tim Boyer 

I t's been a couple of years since I've written an ICOBOL 
article, so maybe I should start with a "state of the lan
guage" paragraph. If you've been attending the ICOBOL 

conference, you already know most of this news. If you 
haven't-or if you didn 't know there was one-you've been 
missing a wonderful source of information. As of this writ
ing, the 1998 dates hadn't been set yet-keep checking their 
web site at www.icobol.com. It·s COBOL geek heaven. 

And speaking of their web site, that's a good place to 
start if you're updating files. I've done my share of whining 
about dongles, but I will admit that it sure makes distribut
ing updates a snap in this day of the Internet. Go ahead, go 
to the web site and download anything you want! 

Recently, ICOBOL synchronized releases over all of the 
available platforms, and we're all at version 2.34. I noticed 
there was a 2.40 beta. I haven't had a chance to look at it 
yet, but it looks like it adds multi-user support for Win32. 

Revision 2.30 added a number of new features. The big 
addition is the spIT graphical user interface. With the spIT 
package, you can add a Windows-type interface to your ex
isting code, without the neces ity of recoding all of your 
applications. Menu bars , pull down menus, radio buttons, 
group boxes-the whole works. I have not yet felt the need 
to add this to my code (translation: I'm not selling anything 
to anybody, and my users don't know any better), but this 
type of encapsulation looks like the best alternative to a 
complete rewrite. 
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It does require some rethinking, however. Take your 
basic AIR inquiry program. Your typical ICOBOL program 
will do something like ask for a customer number, maybe 
request a starting date, and then toss up a screen full of 
records at a time, reading the file sequentially. If you made 
this a Windows program, you'd display the first screen, 
and put a scroll bar on the right. Watch what happens to 
your disk access when one user decides to pull the scroll 
bar all the way to the bottom-and it's a 10 million record 
file. Watch what happens to your server when 50 users get 
the same bright idea. 

The 2.30 release also adds a Windows 95/NT version, 
with native 32-bit Windows support for all executables. 
The current DOS version of ICOBOL resembles the old 
RDOS version, with one process running and ICOBOL han
dling the multiuser stuff. With this new version, each run
time is a separate process, much like the AOS/Unix ver
sion. 

Envyr's ODBC is currently at version 1.21 , and I'm 
hoping that a manual will be forthcoming soon. I've just 
started playing around with ODBC, and I think I'm going to 
like it. It seems like half of my time is spent writing one-off 
reports. My goal over the next year is to get my operator up 
and running with a copy of Crystal Reports , and let her 
start writing some of these things. In addition, as of version 
2.20, there's native support for C-ISAM files under Unix, 
and Btrieve files under DOS. 



A couple of years ago, ICOBOL gave 
u the @PTS file for writing to . This 
has greatly simplified my local print
ing. Allow m e to exp lain . Before 
@PTS, if you wanted to print anything 
to your local printer, you'd do some
thing like this: 

01 PASS-THRU-ON. 
03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 30. 
03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 70. 
03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 96. 

01 PASS-THRU-OFF. 
03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 30. 
03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 70. 

• 03 FILLER PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 97. 

DISPLAY PASS-THRU-ON. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NAME TO DISPLAY-LINE. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-LINE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-BALANCE TO DISPLAY
LINE. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-LINE. 

DISPLAY PASS-THRU-OFF. 

And it worked, after a fashion. You 
could have problems depending on 
whether you're running a "real" termi
nal, or an emula tor, and which emula
tor, and you'd have to have a different 
tring depending on what you're emu

lating, and it wa darned hard to have 
the same program print to a local 
printer and a system printer ... but it 
worked. 
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1. M~Y, HOW(V(R, 8( TH( ONLY 

The addition of @PTS made life a lot easier. Instead of 
your normal OPEN statement for your printer, or spooler 
file , you now just OPEN OUTPUT @PTS, and do everything 
else in your program as if you were writing to a printer. 
ICOBOL worries about all of the details. So I can write one 
program, ask the user if they want to print locally or to the 
server, and handle that with one change to my OPEN state
ment. Slick. 

Then we started getting laser printers, and we moved to 
Unix, and things started acting ... strangely. For folks still 
using Pereline as an emulator, the programs worked. But 
Pereline doesn't run well under Windows 95/NT, so those 
running either of those were in trouble. I put off moving to 
Win95 as long as humanly possible, but when we started 
getting consultants in for our 1809001 certification , and 
they couldn 't pass any files back and forth , my hand was 
forced. 

ICOBOL technical support came through. It seems that 
Unix, unlike some operating systems, doesn't append a car
riage return to the end of lines. When we used 'lp' to print 
files, the system was smart enough to toss in a CR automati
cally. When we used @PTS and a trusty old Epson 24-pin, it 
returned at the end of a line. But a page-oriented printer 
like the LaserJet just kept trying to printout information 
over in column 2,000 or so. 

For now, the workaround is to toss a CR at the end of 
print lines. Instead of 

01 PRINT-LINE PICX(132). 

WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM PRINT-LINE BEFORE ADVANCING 1 
LINE. 

I've now gollhis: 

01 PRINT-LINE. 
03 FILLER 
03 PRINT-CR 

MOVE "<015>" TO PRINT-CR. 

PIC X(132). 
PICX(1). 

WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM PRINT-LINE BEFORE ADVANCING 1 
LINE. 

Unix is intelligent enough that, when printing a line with a 
CR at the end using the Ip subsystem, it doesn't append an
other. So you can add this to your normal print routine 
without worry, and still use one program to print on both 
printers. 

There 's also a PCL command that will convert NL to 
NLiCR pairs. I've used it, but with less than stellar results
it seems to mess up the page length-but I'm still working 
on a nice clean solution. 

Well, actually just a quick update. I wrote my first article on 
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the Y2K problem in 1986, and for the past few years I have 
gotten a kick out of tossing the February 1986 copy of Focus 
at every auditor who asks me what I'm doing about it. 

I may, however, be the only person to have become Year 
2000 compliant twice with the same code. I've changed my 
procedure. The one I outlined in 1986 still works well 
enough, but there are easier ways that will kill two birds 
with one stone. 

When I switched from AOSIVS to Unix and lost the 
?GTOD call, I had to write the code to switch back and forth 
to a scalar date myself. Once I'd done that, I discovered that 
it made date arithmetic so easy that I adopted it as the de
fault format for all of my dates. And since all of my date rou
tines are in copy files , it made the conversion easy. 

The routine looks something like this: 

CHECK-DATE. 
MOVE ZERO TO 10-4. 
MOVE DATE-FIELDS TO ORIGINAL-DATE. 
PERFORM CONVERT-DATE-TO-SCALAR. 
PERFORM CONVERT-DATE-FROM-SCALAR. 
MOVE DATE-FIELDS TO COMPARE-DATE. 
IF COMPARE-DATE NOT = ORIGINAL-DATE 

MOVE 9999 TO 10-4. 

CONVERT-DATE-TO-SCALAR. 
IF DATE-ENTRY-YEAR < 50 

ADD 2000 DATE-ENTRY-YEAR GIVING AY, 
ELSE ADD 1900 DATE-ENTRY-YEAR GIVING AY. 
ADD 4716, AY GIVING Y. 
IF DATE-ENTRY-MONTH < 3 

ADD 12, DATE-ENTRY-MONTH GIVING M, 
SUBTRACT 1 FROM Y, AY, 

ELSE MOVE DATE-ENTRY-MONTH TO M. 

COMPUTE 10-1 = 
(1461 • Y) / 4+ (153 • (M + 1)) /5+ DATE-ENTRY-DAY -

1524. 

COMPUTE 10-1 = 10-1 + 2 - (AY / 100) + (AY / 400) - (AY / 4000). 
sublracl2305814 from id-1 . 

CONVERT-DATE-FROM-SCALAR. 
add 230581410 id-1 . 

... see above 
SUBTRACT 1721120 FROM 10-1 GIVING AA. 
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DIVIDE 1460969 INTO AA GIVING AB REMAINDER AA. 
MULTIPLY 31 BY AB. 
DIVIDE 146097 INTO AA GIVING AC REMAINDER AA. 
COMPUTE AB = AB + 3 • AC. 
IF AA = 146096 

ADD 3TOAB, 
ELSE COMPUTE AB = AB + AA 136524. 
COMPUTE A = ID-1 + (AB - 2). 
ADD 1524, A GIVING B. 
COMPUTE AY = (20 • B - 2442) 17305. 
COMPUTE D = 1461 • AY 14. 
SUBTRACT D FROM B GIVING EE. 
COMPUTE M = (10000 • EE) 1306001 . 
COMPUTE DATE-ENTRY-DAY = EE - (306001· M) 110000. 
IF M > 13THEN 

SUBTRACT 13 FROM M GIVING DATE-ENTRY-MONTH, 
ELSE SUBTRACT 1 FROM M GIVING DATE-ENTRY-MONTH. 
IF DATE-ENTRY-MONTH > 2 

SUBTRACT 4716 FROM AY GIVING Y, 
ELSE SUBTRACT 4715 FROM AY GIVING Y. 

ADD ZERO Y GIVING DATE-ENTRY-YEAR ON SIZE ERROR 
IFY >= 2000 

SUBTRACT 2000 FROM Y, 
ELSE SUBTRACT 1900 FROM Y, 
END-IF, 
MOVE Y TO DATE-ENTRY-YEAR. 

SUBTRACT 2305814 FROM ID-t 
... see above 

IF ID-1 = ZERO 
MOVE SPACES TO DATE-FIELDS. 

If you toss this routine a four-digit year, it'll return a four
digit year. If you give it a two-digit less than 50, it'll assume 
the next century; otherwise, it'll return this century. The 
date is a six-digit number ranging from 1/1/1601 to some
time in the four thousands. And for those of you who worry 
about such things, no, the year 4000 is not a leap year, and 
yes, this routine knows that. 

This way, date arithmetic is trivial. Checking whether 
or not a date is valid is just a matter of converting the date 
to scalar, converting it back, and seeing if the two numbers 
match. 

Why January I, 1601? Well , that happens to be day 1 of 
ICOBOL's onBC date type. And that's fodder for another 
column. 

I just installed TklTcl. For you non-Unix types, this is a 

Continued on page 27 
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A new column devoted to INFOS and its alternatives. 

by David Virgil, Special to DGFOCUS 

I f you stopped to read this article, I can make a few as
sumptions about you. You're currently using INFOS or 
have used it for many years. You build applications using 

VS/COBOL and INFOS or you bought one from a V AR with 
the right to use the source. You have attended a NADGUG 
conference or a DG Training class on INFOS. You remember 
who "RJ." is or Milton Larson. Lastly, I'll bet you're wonder
ing why anyone would write an article about INFOS? 

While I'm probably wrong for making assumptions, I 
can speak to the last question. At the NADGUG conference 
in Phoenix, I offered to serve as the INFOS SIG Chairperson. 
Assum.ing this would require little or no effort on my part, I 
was willing to help organize a meeting of INFOS users at the 
conference. I think there were about 10 people in 
attendance. This position has required little of my time until 
recently. 

Geri Farman, the DGFocus Editor, called to ask if I 
would write a regular article on INFOS. After thinking this 
through, I decided a few articles on INFOS issues might 
make good reading. INFOS still serves many DG users. 

A staple file system for Data General's Eclipse systems 
for years, INFOS is currently an inactive product. What this 
means is, DG will only fix bugs and provide minor enhance
ments to the product. There are no plans to update or up
grade INFOS. The installed base for INFOS is shrinking. The 
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exact numbers aren't available, but I suspect there are more 
people using INFOS than those on support with DG (I'm one). 
Most of these customers are operating day-to-day, making a 
few enhancements to their system. They are happy with what 
they have and don't want to change. 

It was DG's decision, about 10 years ago, not to migrate 
the INFOS product to Open Systems. DG believed, and most 
everyone agreed, that using a proprietary database system on 
Unix didn't make much sense. Other options would become 
available for INFOS users. 

Today, DG outsources many of the Eclipse products, 
including INFOS. Shail Jain, of Intelligent Information 
Systems has the contract to support INFOS. Jain worked for 
Data General for many years and is an expert on the product. 
Please don't call Jain or Intelligent Information Systems for 
INFOS support. If you have a contract with DG, they remain 
your contact for INFOS support. 

Currently, INFOS is released at rev 5.30. There are a few 
bugs reported each month. The list of open STR's is usually 
less than 10 items at any time. Patch releases are all that can be 
expected for the future. Jain noted that the product is very 
stable at the current release level. 

What's ahead for INFOS? If your application is Y2K 
compliant, AOSIVS II and INFOS are ready for the new 
millennium. I'm sure there are some VS/COBOL and INFOS 
customers that will roll through December 31, 1999 without 
missing a beat. (The software I'm supporting won't, though.) 

If INFOS isn't part of your future, either because you need 
an Open Systems solution or you are going to have to rework 
the COBOL code, then you have Open System alternatives to 
INFOS. Next time we'll look at your options for migrating 
VS/COBOL-INFOS applications to Open Systems. Even 
though DG hasn't migrated INFOS to Open Systems, you do 
have options. Depending on your needs, you might move your 
VS/COBOL-INFOS application to Unix with few 
modifications. t:. 

David Virgil is the Support and Development Manager for Fox
worth-Galbraith Lumber Company based in Dallas, Texas. 
David has 12 years experience developing COBOL applications 
on DG systems, both MV and Open. A past Board member for 
NADGUG, he is the Membership and INFOS special interest 
group chairman. You can reach David by email at dvirgil@fox
gal. com 
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on such complicated systems, their 
use, and their application, because 
it gives us a choice in the matter 
when we have to select the right 
pieces to solve a problem. With 
computing becoming so ubiquitous, 
it should come as no surprise that, 
as we look ahead, there seem to be 
more complex problems in search 
of a solution. 

We are already seeing hints that 
in the future many devices will 
contain an operating system and 
servers will have to be able to han
dle the huge demands which will 
be placed on them. The concept of 
scalability should not be applied 
solely to systems which "Scale Up" 
or "Scale Out," but "Scale Down" 
as well. An operating system 
should be capable of scaling down 
to the level of small hardware, such 

as a household thermostat or a 
toaster. An operating system which 
is scalable means that it can provide 
support for a single standalone ap
plication all the way up to the en
terprise, handling the demands of 
more and more clients, and continu
ing to do so as the hardware is ex
panded with more memory and 
processors. 

Today we know that the basic 
building blocks which comprise 
complex networks are scalable, if 
the proper components are selected. 
Specifically, we have available to us 
hardware architectures and Network 
Operating Systems which are scal
able in design, nature and function. 
These provide a great price-perfor
mance ratio which allows an enter
prise to leverage its investment in 
hardware and software by adding 
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necessary components as the need or 
the demand on the infrastructure in
creases. There is no question that the 
networks which we build or support 
today will serve an increasing number 
of clients. Ensuring that the hardware 
and the Network Operating System are 
scalable makes it that much easier to 
support and sustain future growth 6. 

Ardavan Tajbakhsh is the Manager 
of Computer Systems and Operations, 
and Brian Mycroft is the Senior 
Technology Integrator in the Depart
ment of Computing Er Communica
tions Services at Carleton University 
in Ottawa, Canada . Ardavan is also 
the Chair of the Windows NT Special 
Interest Group for NADGUG. 

C01l1puter Supplies & Accessories. 011~Lil1e. Al1yti1l1e. 

FEATURING TWO ON-LINE CATALOGS 

• DiiRECT EXPRESS Quarterly Promotional Catalog 
Packed with limited-time discounted products! 

• DG Direct Supplies and Accessories Catalog 
Our traditional catalog featuring the products 
you neecl for your DG Systems and more! 
Media, Power Protection, Printers ••• 

You'll find: 
• Easy to navigate catalog 
• Hundreds of products 
• Expres Search to find the products you want 
• Easy payment terms - Mastercard, VISA, 

Purcha e Order ... Or open an account! 
• Web order tatus 

To take full advantage of special DO pricing options) request 
your personal ID and password by calling 1·800·343·8842. 

Bookmark this site and visit often. Our products, 
prices and special oHers are constantly changing. 

Register NOW at 
http://ecommerce.dg.com 
and we'll send you this 
nifty letter openerl 

~. Data General 
CC\98301 

Stop by http://ecommerce.dg.com to see how easy on-line shopping can be. 
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OPEN NOTEBOOK 

DC develops a new processor and some new habits. 

by David Novy, Special to DGFOCUS 

Data General recently announced its intention to re
lease a 54-processor model in its A Vii ON server 
line based on Intel ' s future slot-2 Deschutes 

processor. The new model will succeed Data General 's 
current Non-Uniform Memory Access-based, 32-processor 
A V 20000 model. 

This announcement is interesting in three ways: First, 
it shows the powerful scaling capability of DG's NUMA 
architecture. Second, it shows how dependent DG and 
other computer vendors have become on Intel. The re
lease of the new DG server depends on the release of the 
new Intel slot-2 Deschutes chip-the next generation Intel 
processor for the server market. When this new chip be
comes available, several vendors will be releasing new 
servers. DG wants to make sure the marketplace knows 
that DG will be a major provider of servers based upon 
the new processor. 

Intel recently released the first Deschutes chip-a 333 
MHz slot-1 Pentium II chip . The Deschutes Pentium II 
chip is similar to previous versions of the Pentium II chip 
except it uses 0.25-micron technology instead of the 0.35-
micron technology of the slower Pentium II processors. It 
has a smaller footprint and uses less energy. The 333 MHz 
slot-1 Pentium II chip is not useful in servers, because it 
only scales to two processors. The slot-2 Deschutes chip 
will scale to 4 processors and will be able to replace 
Intel 's present server chip-the 200 MHz Pentium Pro. If 
you are wondering why you can only have four Deschutes 
slot-2 processors on a bus, blame it on physics. The new 
slot-2 Deschutes chip will have a 100 MHz system bus. At 
that speed, the total length of the processor bus is around 
six inches. That is why DG's NUMA architecture is im
portant. It allows multiple 4-processor system boards to 
be connected together to form a single high-performance 
machine. 

The third reason I found the DG announcement inter
esting is that it describes an event that may not take place 
for up to ten months from now. In the early days of the 
Eclipse architecture , DG would not comment on any 
hardware or software release that was more than 90 days 
in the future. This reluctance to make product announce
ments in advance used to be very frustrating for me. I was 
trying to do yearly capacity planning and wanted to know 
what kind of machines DG would be releasing in the up
coming year. The 90-day rule severely hampered my long 
range planning. Fortunately, in the late 1980's, Tom West, 
who was DG's VP in charge of new technology, started to 
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make presentations outlining DG's product release strategy 
for the upcoming eighteen months at the NADGUG confer
ence. Those were exciting times. To learn that in the span of 
a few months that Eclipse machines with 5 MIPS processing 
power and that RISC-based Unix servers would be available 
for sale was almost too much to believe. 

Speaking of Mr. West, I read recently that he is going 
into semi-retirement. He will continue to be a consultant for 
DG and DG alone, but he wanted time to pursue other inter
ests . I would like to wish him well in his new endeavors. 
For over twenty-five years he has served as a major force in 
keeping Data General at the forefront of new innovations in 
computer technology. 

April LOllnch Confirmed for Multi-user NT 

I am sure that all you readers who have been following my 
adventures with Citrix WinFrame over the past year will be 
pleased to know that Microsoft supported multi-user Win
dows NT will likely become a reality. As of this writing, 
April 13 was the scheduled release date for Windows Ter
minal Server (WTS) code-named Hydra. It is based on the 
Citrix WinFrame technology. On the same date Citrix Sys
tems' piCASSO and several Window-based terminals will be 
announced. The day I no longer have to run servers based 
upon Windows 3.51 will be very happy for me. I do not 
know if I will ever be able to forgive Microsoft for prevent
ing Citrix WinFrame 2.0 (NT 4.0 base) from being released 
by Citrix. The fundamental difference between WTS and pl~ 
CAsso is that WTS supports Win32 applications and piCAs
so supports every other type of application-Win16, X-ter
minals, Macintosh. In case you are wondering why I spell 
Picasso as piCASSO, it is because that is the way Citrix 
spells it. It seems that members of the Picasso family object
ed to the use of the family name in its conventional 
spelling. However, they did not object to pICAsso. At least 
that is the story that was told to me. 

The release of WTS and piCASSO also ushers in an 
arrangement of "co-opetition" between Citrix and Microsoft. 
WTS will only come with Microsoft's proprietary protocol 
call Remote Desktop Protocol RDP. If IT managers want to 
use the Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) protocol 
currently used in WinFrame solutions, they will have to 
buy piCAsso from Citrix. Pricing remains a crucial un
known, although Microsoft has made it clear that if you use 
RDP as your protocol , you will be paying less than if you 
use ICA, which requires the purchase of pICAsso. As one 
anonymous Web-based terminal maker described the pric
ing situation, "Microsoft is not in the business of keeping 
Citrix in business. " 6. 
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Popper for DG/UX 

Q. Is there anyone out there 
• who is successfully running 

the "popper" program on an Intel 
DG/UX A viion from the Clemson 
ftp site? If so, I would like to hear 
from you. 

R · Don't bother with the popper 
• on the clemson site, Go to 

ftp://ftp.qualcomm,com and look 
for their qpopper program. It com
piles easily and with a tiny modifi
cation will even support shadow 
passwords on DG/UX. The nice 
thing about their pop is it does lots 
of logging to syslog so you can 
watch for attacks, etc. 

HTTPD for DGUX? 

g. I was wondering if there is an 
• httpd server for DGUX 5.4 

R4. 1. I see none that come with 
DG/UX, so is there a site that has 
either source or object code? 

R · My personal recommendation is 
• Apache, http://www,apache.org. 

File access dates/times 

Q. Is there any option in cp or 
• tar to not update file access 

times when copying files to disk or 
tape? I need certain files to be 
backed up but not to have access 
times affected by the backup proce
dure. Perhaps there is another com
mand I could use. Or, is there a 
way to reset the access times of a 
file? Maybe I could read last access 
and reset it after the copy. I'd rather 
not if another alternative is avail
able. Any help would be great. 
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R. I don't know of a way using 
• cp or tar but you can do this 

with Legato Networker by using the 
directive atimeasm. This can either 
be in the directive or in a .nsr file in 
the directory concerned. I imagine 
that like me you are interested in 
which commands/files are actually 
used over a period of time. 

R. Sure! At least in cpio. You 
• can use the -a option; it will 

not update access times for files (but 
may for directories). We often use: 

find. -print I cpio -ocva > 
Idev/rmt/O 

or something similar. Good luck! 
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Recoverable NFOS 
Replacement for UNIX 
TBAM Not 
INFOS rehosted, 
but a product 
designed to elimi
nate the drawbacks 
of INFOS. TBAM sup
ports the INFOS API 
while using the most current data
base technologies, such as: 

• Fully symmetric database access 
• Fuzzy check pointing 

• 2 phase commit 
• Shared buffer pool and more! 

New Features TBAM has 
everything INFOS has with additional 
features, such as: 
• Transactions to guarantee logical 

consistency for your data 
• Large records so you can store 

TIF, 8MP and other blobs 
• Active development of additional 

functionality 

Hands Off 
Recovery 
Makes your data
base accessible 
again in minutes 

after a power failure or other 
system crash, with absolutely no 
recording necessary. 

Want to learn more about TBAM? 
Call Datatek today_ 

VATATEK 
1-800-S36-4TEK 
PO Box 12885 
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA 27709 
910-364-5240 Telephone 
910-364-4992 Fax 
email: datatek@dg-rtp.dg.com 
All trademarks betong to their respective hotders, 
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In General, continued from page 11 

Transoft To Market CLARiiON 
Fibre Storage Solution~ 

Transoft Technology Corporation will be marketing the 
CLARiiON FC5000 fibre channel disk array family as 
a key component of its Approved Peripherals Pro

gram. 
"Used in conjunction with Transoft StudioBOSS fibre 

channel software, CLARiiON fibre channel disk arrays pro
vide our customers with increased productivity for their de
manding mission-critical applications," said Michael Klein, 
president and CEO of Transoft. "For example, CLARiiON 
storage combined with StudioBOSS software benefits video 
production houses by providing the ability to support multi
ple streams of compressed or uncompressed video from net-

work storage. This makes it an ideal solution for a number 
of nonlinear video, audio, animation, and graphics editing 
situations. " 

"Being selected by Transoft to be an inaugural member 
of the Approved Peripherals Program demonstrates CLARi
iON technology leadership," said Larry Hemmerich, vice 
president and general manager of CLARiiON. "Together 
with Transoft's StudioBOSS fibre channel software, CLARi
iON FC5000 fibre channel disk arrays provide OEMs, sys
tem integrators, and end-users in the video, multimedia, 
and broadcast industries to which CLARiiON is dedicated 
with a world class SAN solution." I:J. 

Produ ts & Servi es To Help Migrate From Proprietary System To The Latest Intel-based Aviions 

. ae ,'I : ' :.I~ • • 

Park Place International 

Pa.rk P~1ce Intem.1tional is the leading third party provider of Data General computer hardware. 
Our product line is comprised of. MY Eclipse/ A VUO S/ Pentium Systems and aU accomp.mying 
peripherals. Allow us to help your organization with the migration from proprietary to open 
systems by providing the following: • Free 24 hour tecJutical support and configuration advice 
from our expert staff. • Free price comparisons on "new" genemtion vs "second" generation Open 
System A VuO S. • Programs to purchase your existing equipment or take it on trade towards 
newer Data General hardware . • Competitive leasing programs . • Rental/ loaner equipment 
throughout your entire conversion. Please feel free to visit our web site at. http://www.parkpla
ceintl.com or e-mail usat.dg@pa.rkplaceintl.com 

7227 Chagrin Road • Chagrin Falls, OH 44023 
Phone: 800/931-3366 • Fax: 800/531-6303 

Contact: John Wareaba, Vice President 

Transoft, Inc. OEO Exchange 

OEO Exchange Migrator provides a client/server architecture to migrate groups 
of CEO vsers from multiple AOS/VS host systems, to extract selected groups or 
all of their documents, and transfer them to Microsoft Exchange. Each time one 
of these unconverted documents is selected by the user from the Microsoft EIS, 
OEO Exchange COllverter is automatically invoked to convert the word process
ing documents to RTF and load them into the user's application of choice. 

2000 RiverEdge Pkwy., Suite 450 • Atlanta, GA 30328 
Phone: 770/933-1965 • Fax: 770/933-3464 
Contact: Frank O'Shaughnessy 

• 
Universal Data COll'oration 
DGIOpen Migration ServIce & EZlMail Office Automation Software 
OC/ Open is a proven methodology for migrating AOS/ VS ICOBOL and COBOL applica
tions to Open Systems. We guara.ntee an expert migration of all sources, macros, sorts and 
databases to UNIX. Our on-site implementation services ensure a smooth transition to the 
new platform. There are no proprietary compi!e.rs or databases involved with any facet of 
OC/ Open. EZ/ Mail is a comprehensive e-mail system with document management, calen
dar scheduling, productivity tools and more. AU products include a money-back guarantee 
of satisfaction. 
Hardware: All OC, UNIX-based or INTEL Operating System: OC/ UX, all UNIX, NT 
Language/Database: MF COBOL, CQCS, SQL Server, C, C++, others 

123 Oxbridge Dr. • PittSburgh, PA 15237 • Phone: 800/921-9909, 4121364-9909 
Fax: 4121364-5639 • tnternet .. mai.l: gpavtot@udc-solutions.rom • Website: www.udc-solutions.rom 
Contact: Gregory A. Pavlot 
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Eagle Software , Inc. 

CABINET CONVERTER is a custom conversion utility that automates the migra
tion of CEO drawers, folders and documents to UNIX, Windows NT, MS-DOS, 
Macinto h and other destinations. CABINET CONVERTER provides a truly 
automated migration and gives you the power to choose your new operating sylr 
tem and document management system, including load tools for Lotus Notes and 
Microsoft Exchange. CABINET CONVERTER also offe.rs the flexibility to move 
only those files you really need. Selections can be made based on 
document type, time of creation, time of last access and more. EAGLE also 
specializes in customized data migrations and Year 2000 solutions. 
Hardware: MV Operating Systems: AOS/VSIJ to numerous OS 
Eagte Softwa.re Inc . • 123 India.na Ave . • Salina, KS 67401 • Phone: 785-823-7257 
Fax: 785-823-6185 • Internet e-mail: dave@eaglesoft.com 
Contact: Dave Hiechel, President 

• '. . •• 
EasiRun USA Legacy LiberatorlFlexGen-RAD 

Easi.Run USA is a proven leader in Legacy COBOL Migrations to Open UNIX and 
NT platforms. Our migration tools are customizable to your specific needs and 
programming anomalies and we guarantee the results! And after you are in Open 
Systems, use our FlexGell Rapid Application Development tools to improve your 
productivity. And don't forget the Year 2000 Challenge - we've got the expertise 
and tools to help solve your problems. 

Language: COBOL (Legacy and Open) 

EasiRun USA, I.nc. 
Wayne Spalding 
7086 Corporate Way 
Dayton, Ohio 45459 

• 

Phone: (937) 438-5553 
Fax: (937) 438-5377 
Internet email: easirun@easisunday.com 
http1Iwww.easisun.com 

- • Ii' • 

Transoft, Inc_ AIM (Automated INFOS Migration) 

The world's #l fast·track to Open RDBMS client/server for MV applications. Proven, 
automated migration of MY code and INFOS data, with optional Transoft migration 
consultancy. Takes you to OC AViiO and other major UNIX platforms - no rewriting, 
no retraining. Transofrs unique U/SQL Oient·Server also gives you day one re.lationa! 
access to your migrated lNFOS data and risk-free incrementa! re-engineering to RDBMS 
client/ server. 

2000 RiverEdge Pkwy., Suite 450 • AUanta, GA 30328 
Phone: 770/933-1965 • Fax: 770/933-3464 
Contacl: Frank O'Shaughnessy 



Continued from page 21 

very nice graphical wrapper for X 
Windows that comes with a scripting 
language, Expect. Expect was what I 
was really looking for. It allows you to 
automate just about any interactive 
task by telling it what to . . . well , 
what to expect-and what to say once 
it gets it. 

For instance, I want to use zip to 
store any programs or files I' ve 
changed today, and move them off to 
brahms , a smaller server of ours. I 
could use NFS , but that's not really 
what it 's designed for . I should use 
ftp , but you can't automate an ftp 
transfer. Unless you have Expect, in 
which case you can do something sim
ple like this: 

#!lUSRlLOCAUBIN/EXPECT -

CD IDATAlFTP·FILES 

SPAWN FTP BRAHMS 

EXPECT { 
TIMEOUT {PUTS "BRAHMS TIMED OUT"; EXIT} 
"NAME" 

} 
SEND "TRANSFER\R" 
EXPECT { 

TIMEOUT {PUTS "BRAHMS TIMED OUT"; EXIT) 
"FTP" 

} 
SEND "BIN\R" 
EXPECT { 

TIMEOUT {PUTS "BRAHMS TIMED OUT"; EXIT) 
"FTP" 

} 
SEND "CD IDATA\R" 
EXPECT { 

TIMEOUT {pUTS "BRAHMS TIMED OUT"; EXIT} 
"FTP" 

SETTIMEOUT ·1 
SEND "SEND PROGRAMS.ZIP\R" 
EXPECT "FTP" 
SEND "SEND FILES.ZIP\R" 
EXPECT "FTP" 

SEND "CLOSE\R" 
EXPECT { 

TIMEOUT {PUTS "BRAHMS TIMED OUT"; EXIT} 
"FTP" 

SEND "QUIT\R" 
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So it's a great utility, and everyone 
uses it , and I digress horribl y, as 
usual. The point is, I installed it and 
went to read the man pages , and 
they're absolutely unreadable. 

It seems that everyone in the Unix 
universe uses nroff to format man 
pages, except for Data General. Not 
only doesn't DG format them that way, 
their version of 'man' can 't read them, 
either. So, baSically, if you're using 
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any software that wasn 't supplied by 
Data General , you 're going to have a 
problem reading the manual. 

DG has a workaround. Groff, the 
GNU version of nroff, is available on 
the GNU toolset CD-ROM (DG part 
#068-600184-00). So, you get the CD, 
install it, and use groff to convert all 
of your nroff-formatted man pages to 
text , and then DG 's man command 
will work just fine. 

The COBOL Experts 
The "ONLY Intergrated TOTAL Solution" provider 

For COBOL Organizations 

UNIQUE! 
Link from 

Migratio.n to 
Development 

to Open Sy terns: 
.:. Fast, Proven, CostJEffective! 
.:. Protects your COBOL application 

investment! 
.:. Customizabfe and Extensible 

tools make the difference! 
.:. Guaranteed results! 
.:. Fixed price! 

"We elected EasiRun after an 
extensive search. They offered a 
unique approach to olving our 
migration need .. Ed Moyer, 
Champion Auto Store . 

Tools for Open Systems 
~ Inte2rated Repository 
~ On-Line, Batch, Update Pro2ram 

Generator 
~ Increased Productivity 
~ GUI 

Whatever your needs, 
we have the Solution! 

~ Client/Server 
~ Deployment to Text, GUI, or Mix 

of terminals 

EasiRun USA, Inc. 
7086 Corporate Way 
Dayton, OH 45459-8921 
USA 
Tel: (937) 438-5553 
Fax: (937) 438-5377 
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Is it just me, or does this look like 

the mother of all kludges to anyone 
else? 

Look, DG, Tk/Tci has over 600 
man pages, and like most good Unix 
folks they're putting out about a minor 
rev per month. You want me to con
vert each and everyone of those man 
pages each and every time a new revi
sion comes out? Sorry. I did a cheap 
workaround so that the man command 
filters these pages through groff, but 
that's all it is-a cheap workaround. 
Surely, it's not asking too much to be 
able to read manual pages? 

Why not just fix the problem? 

I agreed to start writing again. The only problem is, it's taken me a year to come 
up with enough ideas to fill a column. I need help. Lend a hand-email me at: 
tim@denmantire.com. t. 

Tim Boyer is EDP Manager at Denman Tire Corporation and Chair of the ICOBOL 
and UX Special Interest Groups for NADGUG. He may be reached at 400 Diehl 
South Rd., Leavittsburg, OH 44430, (330) 675-4249, or email to: 
tim@denmantire.com. 

Do You Have Remote Offices? 
Need to Communicate With Them? 

'

' 'AT- RA"e--Ll.1.!!A ..,~ 

www.datarace.com 
email us at 
mktgsales@datarace.com 

You Can! 
with DATA RACE Data, Voice/FAx, 
and LAN I ntegration Multiplexers 

LOW-COST , HIGH-SPEEO 
LINE TO REIIOTE OFfiCES 

Call today for your FREE "Cost
Savings Guide to Data, 
Voice/FAX, & LAN Integration." 

800 329 RACE (7223) 
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Combine aU your branch office communi
cations needs onto low-cost, high
speed digital lines and save thousands 

of dollars per year in reduced communications 
costs ... without sacrificing performance. 

DATA RACE Integration Multiplexers extend 
computer Terminals, Ethernet LAN, and even 
phone lines to remote branch office locations. 
Voice and FAX calls between your offices are 
toll-free! Integrated Ethernet LAN Routers and 
Remote Terminal Servers extend IP IIPX LAN 
traffic and TCP lIP or LAT host services to 
remote branch office locations. 

Remote users get immediate access to needed 
services and information ... boosting productivity 
while reducing communications costs. 

Don't settle for traditional LAN routing or 
Terminal Server solutions, get the biggest bang 
for your communications dollar with DATA RACE 
MACH DS Plus and NetEscort Integration 
Multiplexers. 
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The Independent Data General Users Group 

Become a Member-Today! 
Call 1-800-253-3902 or 

Fax this form to 
1-512-335-3083 

Check the Boxes that apply to You: 

o Yes! I want all the benefits a NADGUG membership offers! Sign me up for
O North American Membership-- 125 * 
o International Membership-- 175 ** 

o Bill Me at the following address and rush a member packet my wayl 

Name ______________________________ ___ Title 

MrulingAddress: ____________________________________________________________ __ 

Ci~ ________________________________ _ State _________ Zip __________________ _ 

Country ______________________________ _ 

TeL __________________ __ Fax: __________________ Email: 

* You may prepay dues at $225 for twO years or $300 for three years 

** You may prepay dues at $325 for two years or $450 for three years 
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PENTIUMIPRO PENTIUM 
MV ECLIPSE 
DISK 
TAPE DRIVES 
MEMORY 
CLARiiON 

TAPE ARRAYS 
CRT's 

PRINTERS 
TERMSERVERS 

MULTIPLEXORS 
BAR CODE EQUIPMENT 

Data General COMMUNICATIONS 

IS OUR ONLY FOCUS 

CALL NOW! 
1-800-931-3366 
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E-MAIL USATDG@PARKPLACEINTL.COM 
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GENICOM 
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RENTALS 
LEASING 
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TRADE-INS 
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